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Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations are used to study the effect of different defect configurations and
their arrangements in the parent fcc phase on atomistic mechanisms during the martensitic trans-
formation mechanisms in pure Fe. The defect configurations considered are stacking faults (SF) and twin
boundaries (TB) in single crystal fcc. Three arrangements of these defect structures are considered:
parallel TB, intersecting SF, and intersecting SF and TB. Each of these defect configurations affect the
transformation mechanisms and transformation temperatures. Parallel TB are the lowest-barrier sites for
the atomic shear and thus accelerate the transformation process. The fcc phase with parallel TB follows
the Nishiyama-Wasserman (NW) martensitic transformation mechanism. On the other hand, intersect-
ing SF impede the atomic shear and thus retard the transformation. The atomistic transformation
mechanism in this case first follows the hcp to bcc Burgers path and then the fcc to bcc Olson-Cohen
model. The intersecting SF and TB result in a combined effect of both the previous cases. The simula-
tion results show the occurrence of different atomistic mechanisms during martensitic transformation
depending on the type of defects present in the parent fcc phase.

© 2017 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The martensitic transformation mechanisms represent a dif-
fusionless type of phase transformation in many material systems
such as Zirconia, Titanium, and some Cu alloys. The martensitic
transformation involves a coordinated and ordered rearrangement
of the atomic configuration [1]. In Fe-C alloys the martensitic
transformation represents the change in crystal structure from
face-centered-cubic (fcc) austenite to body-centered-cubic (bcc) or
body-centered-tetragonal (bct) martensite. This mechanismmainly
occurs by the displacive motion of atoms during rapid quenching
and plays an important role in the mechanical properties of Fe-C
alloys.

The engineering importance of the martensitic transformation
has led to significant efforts to explore its transformation mecha-
nisms. Different theoretical models have been proposed in the
literature to explain the transformation process, such as Bain
model, shear models by Kurdjumov-Sachs (KS) and Nishiyama-
.

lsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
Wasserman (NW), a hard sphere model by Bogers-Burgers (BB),
and the Olson-Cohen (OC) model which is based on the BB model
(BB/OC) [2e7]. Recently a phenomenological theory of martensite
transformation (PTMT) and a two step theory by Cayron have been
proposed [1,8]. The Bain model considers the lattice expansion in
two fcc lattice directions and contraction in the third to achieve the
bcc crystal symmetry. The NW and KS models consider atomic
shear on alternate f111g planes with [112] and [101] fcc directions
being invariant, respectively. The BB/OC theory describes the
crystal structure change as the nucleation of the bcc phase at the
intersection of two stacking faults on two f111g planes. The PTMT
considers the transformation as a matrix multiplication in two
steps: a first step, called invariant plane strain, responsible for the
macroscopic shape change and a second step involving shear, to
change the crystal structure without shape change. According to
PTMT theory the resultant martensite has a twinned structure. The
PTMT theory rationalizes the martensitic transformation based on
the generation of twinned martensite to accommodate the shape
and crystal structure change. The two-step theory considers the
atomic displacements by introducing a new parameter called the
angle of planar distortion. The details of these models can be found
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in the literature [1,6,7].
The above theories are all based on lattice transformation

models and do not take into account the exact atomic displace-
ments during the transformation process, except for the BB/OC
model. The BB/OC model considers both the atomic displacements
and the transformation process as resulting from the passage of
two partial dislocations [8,9]. They also do not consider the effect of
pre-existing defects in the parent fcc phase on the martensitic
transformation. The different defect structures such as dislocations,
stacking faults (SF) and twin boundaries (TB) are important as they
are present in the high temperature fcc phase of Fe based alloys
depending on the exact alloy composition and the applied heat
treatment [1,7,10e12]. Furthermore, in experimental studies it is
difficult to separate the effect of each type of defects since more
than one defect typewill be present at any given temperature in the
macroscopic polycrystalline samples. Theoretical models have
therefore been difficult to validate and analyse thoroughly at the
atomic scale in experiments. The difficulty in analysis also arises
from the fact that one or more processes (such as slip, twinning,
and shear) can occur simultaneously that are difficult to analyse
and correlate. In addition, in-situ observations at the atomic scale
are not feasible. Few experimental studies have reported the
transformation mechanisms but their results are deduced based on
the final microstructure observed [7,11,12]. The details of atomic
movements during the transformation process cannot be observed
experimentally.

In 1971, Krauss et al. studied the morphology of martensite in
various Fe alloys [13]. They concluded that the phenomenological
and crystallographic theories of martensitic transformation mainly
consider the lattice-invariant deformations. These theories do not
consider factors such as the role of austenite and the defects pre-
sent in the austenite during the shear processes, stacking fault
energy of austenite, and the ability of austenite to be stable with
respect to the newly forming martensite. Recently, considerations
have been given to understand the effect of stacking fault energy
changes due to alloying additions on the mechanical properties of
steels [14,15]. But other questions are still largely unexplored.

Atomistic simulations methods such as molecular dynamics
(MD), have evolved as a powerful tool to analyse the mechanisms
which are difficult to observe experimentally. MD simulations have
been used to study different aspects in Fe based alloys such as the
fcc to bcc transformation at fault intersections by Sinclair et al. [16]
and in systems containing bcc/fcc interfaces [17e19]. Wang et al.
have studied temperature induced martensitic phase trans-
formations in single crystal Fe-C alloys using MD simulations [20].
They studied the effect of different parameters such as heating and
cooling rates on the transformations, and benchmarked these pa-
rameters to observe the transformations. They have also discussed
the effect of C addition on the transformation temperatures and
evolution of stress during transformation. However, they have not
discussed the martensitic phase transformation mechanisms in
terms of atomistic processes.

The present MD study aims to observe the precise atomic dis-
placements associated with the fcc to bcc transformation during
thermal quenching in presence of pre-existing defects in the parent
fcc phase.We aim to answer some of the above questions, related to
the role of austenite and the defects inside it on the martensitic
transformations, on the basis of the MD simulations on pure Fe. In
particular we focus on the atomic shear that takes place in the
parent fcc austenite phase in presence of defects and the role of
austenite transforming to martensite. The defect structures
considered here are planar defects such as SF and TB in the parent
fcc phase.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the
simulation methodology and defect structures in the parent fcc
phase developed during heating. In Section 3, we will discuss the
phase transformation mechanisms from fcc to bcc during cooling.
Section 4 describes and discusses the effect of defect structures on
the transformation mechanisms and transformation temperatures.

2. Simulation methodology

The choice of interatomic potential is most critical for MD
studies. We have used the Meyer-Entel embedded atom method
potential for the simulations in the present work [21]. Engin et al.
[22] characterized six different embedded atom method (EAM)
type potentials in the literature to conclude that only the Meyer-
Entel potential can describe both the bcc-to-fcc and fcc-to-bcc
transformation. The Meyer-Entel potential has been used in the
literature previously to study the fcc and bcc phases in pure Fe
[20,23e25]. The limitations of this EAM type potential is that it
does not consider the magnetic effects which play an important
role in the thermodynamic and equilibrium properties of Fe.
Although this influences the relative stability of the two phases, the
transformation mechanisms can be assumed not to be influenced
by this shortcoming [26]. This potential predicts that the atomic
volume of fcc is greater than bcc, since the lattice constant of fcc
phase for this potential is 3.686 Å whereas experimentally it is
found to be 3.571 Å [27]. The implication of the slightly higher
atomic volume is that a volume increase is observed during bcc-to-
fcc transformation and a decrease is observed during fcc-to-bcc
transformation, which is opposite to what is observed experi-
mentally. Song et al. studied the nucleation kinetics of the bcc
phase at the grain boundaries of fcc nano-polycrystalline Fe with a
potential which shows the opposite trend for the fcc-bcc volume
change and found that this discrepancy does not affect the nucle-
ation and growth of the bcc phase at the fcc grain boundaries [28].
In addition, we also calculated the stacking fault energy (SFE) of the
fcc phase of Meyer-Entel potential along the f111g<112> slip
system. The SFE value is -54 mJ/m2. Two recent first principles
studies on the fcc Femention that the SFE value of non-magnetic fcc
Fe is -415 mJ/m2, whereas for paramagnetic fcc Fe it is -105 mJ/m2

[29,30]. Therefore, we can conclude that the SFE of the Meyer-Entel
potential is in much better agreement with the paramagnetic fcc
phase even though the EAM formalism of the potential does not
consider the magnetism explicitly. The important thing to note
here is that the magnitude of the SFE is negative both from the
Meyer-Entel potential and first principles data, which indicates a
spontaneous formation of the planar defects in the fcc phase. The
SFE of the modified embedded atom method (MEAM) type po-
tential by Lee et al. for the fcc phase was found to be positive
(þ37.5 mJ/m2) in opposite trend to the first principles data [31,32],
therefore we do not use this potential. For the present work, it is
very important to have the correct energetics of the planar defects,
in this case SF, with respect to the first principles data; because it is
this energetics that controls the stability of the planar defects in the
fcc phase. The presence of stable planar defects will in turn have an
effect on the atomistic transformation pathways. Considering these
arguments, literature studies, and the matching of the SFE value
with the first principles data, we use the Meyer-Entel potential in
the present work to analyse the effect of planar defects on the fcc-
to-bcc transformation process.

The supercell used for pure Fe as the starting point of the sim-
ulations is a single crystal bcc system with periodic boundaries in
all three directions. The supercell sizes used are 15*15*15 and
20*20*20 unit cells in X, Y, and Z directions, respectively. NPT
ensemble is used to control the temperature and pressure of the
simulation system. First the energy minimization of the supercell is
done at 0 K to obtain the correct lattice constants and energy of the
system. The system is then equilibrated at 50 K for 100 ps so that
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the pressure is reduced to less than 5 MPa. The system is heated
from 50 K to 1600 K at 1 K/ps. During heating the crystal structure
changes from bcc-to-fcc at 1300 K. During simulations with
different initial velocities, fcc phase attained three different ar-
rangements of the defects at 1300 K which will be discussed below
in detail. The bcc-to-fcc transformation during heating has been
discussed in the literature for Fe alloys by MD simulations
[20,27,33,34]. The fcc structure is then cooled from 1600 K to 50 K.
The cooling rate used is 1 K/ps. The effect of different parameters of
simulations such as heating and cooling rates, and evolution of
pressure during simulations has been discussed in the literature in
detail [20]. We will focus on the martensitic phase transition
mechanisms when the system transforms from fcc to bcc in this
work. LAMMPS MD code is used for the simulations [35]. Visuali-
zation software OVITO is used to visualize and analyse the micro-
structure of the simulation system [36]. The crystal structure is
identified by the adaptive common neighbour analysis (a-CNA)
method and atomic displacements are calculated by using the
displacement calculation modifier, both of which are implemented
in the OVITO software. The atomic displacements are scaled by a
factor of three in the figures for better visibility.

Before exploring the microstructure of the simulation systems,
we will first characterize the signatures of defects in the fcc
austenite phase. The defects in consideration, SF and TB, are planar
defects and formed by the interruption in the perfect stacking
sequence of the fcc atomic layers [37]. For the perfect fcc crystal
structure, the stacking sequence of closed packed planes along
[111] direction is “ABCABC…” as shown in Fig. 1(a). The SF in the fcc
phase have the local symmetry, “BAB”, of the hcp phase. The a-CNA
method identifies the SF as two atomic layers of hcp phase shown
in red in Fig. 1(b). The atomic layer stacking above and below SF is
the same. The TB are identified as single layer of hcp atoms by the a-
CNA analysis method as shown by the single red atomic layer in
Fig.1(c). For the TB labelled as the atomic layer “B” in this figure, the
perfect fcc stacking above and below it are mirror images of each
other. The solid black lines also indicate the mirror image f111g
planes across the TB.

The bcc / fcc transformation during heating produces three
different defect configurations of twin boundaries (TB) and stack-
ing faults (SF) inside the parent fcc phase at 1300 K. They are:

(i) TB which are parallel to each other,
Fig. 1. The stacking sequence of the closest packed planes for the (a) perfect fcc crystal struc
as per a-CNA: green-fcc, blue-bcc, red-hcp. (For interpretation of the references to colour i
(ii) SF which intersect each other, and
(iii) TB and SF which intersect each other.

Fig. 2(a) shows the relative volume, V
V0
, vs temperature during

cooling from 1600 K for three fcc crystals with the above three
defect configurations. Here V0 is the volume of the single crystal bcc
simulation system at 50 K after 100 ps equilibration. The sudden
decrease in volume during cooling indicates the transformation
from fcc to bcc phase. The respective transformation temperatures
are marked in this figure for different defect types. For fcc phase
with parallel TB the transformation starts at 300 K, for intersecting
SF it starts at 180 K, and for intersecting SF and TB it starts at 290 K.

These three defect structures are formed in the fcc phase from
three different initial velocity trajectories of bcc phase during
heating and are shown in Fig. 2(bed). The spontaneous formation
of these defect structures in the fcc phase can be explained based
on the value of the SFE which is negative, as mentioned above, for
the Meyer-Entel potential used in this work. The negative magni-
tude of the SFE of the Meyer-Entel potential is consistent with the
first principles studies of fcc Fe [29,30]. The negative value indicates
stable planar defects in the fcc phase. These stable planar defects
form in the fcc phase to relieve the high internal atomic stresses
which would be generated in an otherwise perfect fcc single crystal
without any defects. The observation of these defects is not entirely
unexpected. In fact, they are observed in fcc austenite phase in
various experiments as well [1,10]. The three configurations shown
in Fig. 2(bed) are the starting simulation systems to study the
transformation mechanisms from fcc to bcc upon cooling. The
defect structure inside the fcc phase affects the transformation
mechanism to bcc phase during cooling. These mechanisms are
discussed in the next section.

With Meyer-Entel potential, the perfect single crystal fcc phase
with no defects inside it is not stable below 500 K with respect to
bcc phase. However, for kinetic reasons it does not transform to bcc
phase. Although the DGðfcc�bccÞ <0 for the Meyer-Entel potential at
temperatures below 500 K [22], the transformation barrier for the
fcc to bcc phase can be high and therefore the fcc is meta-stable at
the temperatures studied here. Indeed, it has been shown by San-
doval et al. using nudged elastic band method that stresses as high
as upto 2 GPa are observed during fcc-to-bcc transformation which
follows the NW path [25]. This indicates that the pressure can
induce fcc-to-bcc transformation in a single crystal fcc phase
ture (b) stacking fault in the fcc phase (c) 4-layer twin in fcc phase. Atoms are coloured
n this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)



Fig. 2. (a) Volume vs temperature curve during cooling for pure Fe with different defect structures in the fcc austenite phase. The three different defect structures formed in the fcc
phase of Pure Fe at 1300 K (b) parallel TB, (c) Intersecting SF, and (d) Intersecting SF and TB. Atoms are coloured as per a-CNA: green-fcc, blue-bcc, red-hcp, and grey-unidentified.
(For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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without any defects using Meyer-Entel potential. But the pressure
induced transformation and the atomistic pathway followed during
it is beyond the scope of the present work, in which we aim to
analyse the temperature induced fcc-to-bcc transformation in
presence of the planar defects, and can be a part of the separate
research. In the view of the lack of MD simulations, alternatively,
the transformation mechanism of the ideal fcc single crystal can be
referenced to or derived from the available literature models such
as NW or KS. Therefore we have compared our results with these
lattice translation models.

3. Results

3.1. Transformation during cooling from fcc to bcc: the case of
parallel TB inside the parent fcc phase

Fig. 3 shows the microstructure evolution as a function of
decrease in temperature for the fcc phasewith parallel TB. At 350 K,
the TB in the fcc phase are seen as single layers of atoms in hcp on
the ð111Þ plane, represented in red in Fig. 3(a). For clarity, we will
discuss the atomic configuration change during the fcc to bcc
transformation in the marked rectangular area in Fig. 3(a), which is
a representative area for the entire simulation cell and captures all
the atomic features under consideration i.e. fcc phase and TB.

At 300 K, atoms of the two TB start to shear on the ð111Þ fcc
plane along the two opposite [112] type directions. This shear is
represented by the atomic displacements of the atoms with respect
to original fcc atom positions, shown by black arrows in Fig. 3(b).
The position of the TB in the original fcc phase is shown by the red
triangles. This shear displacement of the TB changes the crystal
structure from fcc to bcc.
With further decrease in temperature, the fcc atom layers par-

allel to TB start to shear on the ð111Þ plane. The pronounced
displacement on the parallel layers is seen in Fig. 3(c), shown by
black arrows, which transforms the fcc phase to bcc crystal struc-
ture. This shear of the TB and atomic layers parallel to it completes
the transformation to bcc phase at 280 K. The atomic layers next to
TB assume the same shear direction as that of the closest TB. The
ð111Þ atomic layer in between the two TB do not undergo shear
displacements when the structure is transforming to bcc phase.
This atomic layer with no shear displacement is shown by the
yellow triangle in Fig. 3(c). This layer of atoms on the ð111Þ½112�fcc
slip system is invariant during the transformation and changes to

ð011Þ
h
011

i
bcc

after the transformation. Therefore the relationship

between the fcc and bcc phase during the transformation can be
written as

�
111

�
fcc

����
����ð011Þbcc;

h
112

i
fcc

����
����
h
011

i
bcc

This shear mechanism of the fcc to bcc transformation is
conceptually similar to Nishiyama-Wasserman (NW) mechanism
[1,3,4]. In the 1930's Nishiyama and Wasserman separately postu-
lated that the change in crystal structure from fcc-to-bcc takes
place by the shear of fcc atoms on alternate f111g planes along the
two opposite 〈112〉 directions, which is followed by the expansion/
contraction of the lattice to achieve the correct atomic density. The
½112� direction on the ð111Þ plane in between the two shearing
planes is the invariant direction during the transformation. This



Fig. 3. Change in crystal structure from fcc to bcc with decrease in temperature for the case of fcc phase with parallel TB. Atom colours in (a-c,f) are the same as in Fig. 2. The solid
black arrows represent the atomic displacements scaled by a factor of three for better visibility. (a) At 350 K, (b) 295 K, and (c) 282 K. (dee) The NWmechanism schematic along two
different projections is shown [25], (f) Atomic displacements from the MD simulations corresponding to the NWmechanism projection in (e). (For interpretation of the references to
colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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mechanism is schematically shown in Fig. 3(d) and in Fig. 3(e) in
projection on the ð110Þ plane. Two unit cells of fcc crystal structure
are shown by the orange atoms and the atoms marked with yellow
stars indicate the bcc unit cell configuration inside the two fcc unit
cells. The solid black arrows indicate the direction of the shear of
the atoms and the dashed arrow shows the invariant direction. The
plane shown in orange is visible in the ½110� direction projection as
seen in Fig. 3(e). Fig. 3(f) shows the five atoms in bcc phase fromMD
simulations and their atomic displacements with respect to the
original fcc phase. In this figure, the change in crystal structure
from fcc to bcc due to the atomic displacements and the invariant
line during this change are the same as shown in the schematic
Fig. 3(e). The opposite directions of the atomic displacements in
Fig. 3(eef) indicate the opposite <112> directions. This matching
confirms the occurrence of the NW mechanism for the change in
crystal structure from fcc with parallel TB to bcc.

Fig. 4 shows a different view of the NW transformation mech-
anism and the MD microstructural evolution [3]. In this mecha-
nism, the parallelepiped fcc unit cell with 70�320 angle (green
atoms with stars) between the two fcc lattice directions, ½112� and
½112� , changes to a bcc unit cell with a 90� angle (blue atoms with
stars), between the bcc directions ½011� and ½011�, as shown in
Fig. 4(d). This 190280 shear causes the change from fcc-to-bcc.
Fig. 4(aec) show the fcc-to-bcc transformation with decrease in
temperature from the MD simulations. We selected three atoms
along the same lattice directions in Fig. 4(bec) as in Fig. 4(d) and
tracked their angle and displacements. The close up view of these
three atoms is shown in Fig. 4(eef). It can be seen that these fcc
atoms have 70�320 angle at 350 K and the atomic shear with the
decrease in temperature to 280 K changes this angle to 900. These
atoms thus assume the bcc configuration. This 190280 shear
changes the structure to bcc.
In summary, the simulations show that the fcc phase with
parallel TB changes to bcc by the shear of atoms on two f111g
planes in two opposite 〈112〉 directions. The shear displacements
start at the TB plane and then the atomic layers parallel to TB start
shearing on f111g planes. No displacement is observed in the
atomic layer between the two TB and thus it is the invariant plane
during this change in crystal structure. This mechanism is the same
as the NW transformation mechanism.
3.2. Transformation during cooling from fcc-to-bcc: the case of
intersecting SF inside the parent fcc phase

Figs. 5 and 6 show the change in crystal structure from fcc phase
with intersecting SF to bcc phase. The fcc-to-bcc configuration
change in this case is a combination of two steps. The first step is
shown in Fig. 5. At 200 K, the fcc phase has two SF intersecting on
two f111g planes, shown in Fig. 5(a). The changes in the marked
rectangular area in this figure are shown and discussed. The atoms
of one of the atomic layers of the SF, which locally have the hcp
structure, start shearing on the ð1100Þ½1120� slip system at 190 K
and the increased magnitude of the displacements, shown by solid
black arrows, changes the symmetry to bcc at 170 K, seen in
Fig. 5(bec). At 170 K, only the SF atoms in the simulation system
change to bcc, as seen in 5(d). The position of the original SF in this
figure is marked by red triangles. This mechanism of trans-
formation is the same as the hcp to bcc Burgers path. In 1930
Burgers studied the bcc4 hcp transformation in Zr and postulated
that the f0001ghcp plane change to f110gbcc plane by the shear of

the atoms on the prismatic plane ð1100Þhcp along the 〈1120〉 di-
rection. This mechanism is shown schematically in Fig. 5(e) [1]. The
two atomic layers of f0001ghcp plane are shown: open circles are on
the top plane and filled circles are atoms of the bottom plane. This



Fig. 4. Change in crystal structure from fcc-to-bcc with decrease in temperature for the case of fcc phase with parallel TB. Atom colours are the same as in Fig. 2. The solid black
arrows represent the atomic displacements scaled by a factor of three for better visibility. (a) 350 K, (b) 350 K, and (c) 280 K (d) NW schematic relation in a different perspective is
shown [1], (eef) change in crystal structure according to the NW schematic. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)

Fig. 5. Microstructural evolution with decrease in temperature for the fcc phase with intersecting SF. Atom colours are the same as in Fig. 2. The solid black arrows represent the
atomic displacements scaled by a factor of three for better visibility. (a) 200 K, (b) 190 K, (ced) 170 K, (e) hcp to bcc Burgers transformation path is shown schematically [1]. (f) The
corresponding transformation of six atoms in the SF plane according to the schematic. These atoms are marked by yellow stars in (bec) respectively. Atoms with black stars are the
extra atoms visible in different projection. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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shear changes the angles on the respective planes from 60� in hcp
to 720320 in bcc. We tracked and projected six atoms from the
present MD simulations along the same projection as in Fig. 5(e)
and found the same shear direction and change in angle as for the
Burgers path. The corresponding MD simulation results are shown
in Fig. 5(f). The projection direction of the atoms is different in
Fig. 5(aed) and 5(e-f) as indicated in Fig. 5(a) and (e), respectively.
In Fig. 5(f), atoms marked with yellow stars represent the same
atoms as in Fig. 5(bec) and atoms marked by black stars represent
the extra atoms in the hcp symmetry visible in different projection.



Fig. 6. Change in crystal structure with decrease in temperature for fcc phase with intersecting SF. Atom colours are the same as in Fig. 2. The solid black arrows represent the
atomic displacements scaled by a factor of three for better visibility. (a) The atomic configuration after hcp to bcc transformation is shown at 170 K. Magnified view in the marked
rectangular area is shown in (b) at 170 K and (c) at 160 K, (d) BB/OC transformation model schematic [6,7]. (e) The shearing of the MD simulation atoms as per the BB/OC
transformation schematic. T ¼ a

6h112i is the Burgers vector of the Shockley partial for the fcc twin shear. The atoms marked by yellow stars are from figure (bec) respectively. Atoms
with black stars are the extra atoms visible in different projection. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)
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Once the atoms of the SF have changed the crystal structure
from hcp to bcc, the shear in the rest of the fcc phase takes place.
Fig. 6 shows the simulation system at 170 K where the atoms of the
SF have changed from hcp to bcc. Fig. 6(bec) shows a close up view
of the simulation system with decrease in temperature. The fcc
atomic layers which are parallel to the transformed bcc atomic layer
or to the original SF, start shearing on the f111g<112> slip sys-
tem. This shearing changes the crystal structure from fcc-to-bcc.
The transformation of the atomic layers of fcc phase because of
the shearing is shown schematically on the f111gfcc plane from the
literature [6,7] and from the present MD simulations in Fig. 6(d)
and (e), respectively.

The BB/OC model is based on the Bogers-Burgers hard-sphere
model, further developed by Olson-Cohen in 1972 [6,7]. According
to this mechanism, the shearing and intersection of the two SF on
two different f111g planes of fcc phase nucleates the bcc phase at
the intersection. The two shears in this model are “T3” and “3T8 ”,
where T ¼ a

6h112i is the Burgers vector of the Shockley partial for
the fcc twin shear. Fig. 6(d) shows the configuration of the ð110Þbcc
plane after the first shear T

3 on the left side and the configuration
after the second shear on the right side. The open circles denote the
atoms on the top layer and filled circles are the atoms on the bot-
tom layer. We tracked the motion of the atoms in the present
simulations shown in Fig. 6(e). The projection direction of the
atoms is different in Fig. 6(aec) and 6(d-e). In Fig. 6(e), atoms
marked with yellow stars represent the same atoms as in
Fig. 6(bec) and atoms marked by black stars represent the extra
atoms visible in different projection. The configuration on the left
side in Fig. 6(e) is a f111g plane after first shear T

3. The bottom atoms
are in the bcc phase (blue) and top layer atoms have fcc symmetry
(green). The second shear 3T

8 changes the atomic configuration to
bcc phase as seen from the configuration on the right side of
Fig. 6(e). This shear from the MD simulations is the same as the
second shear of the BB/OC model seen in Fig. 6(dee).

Thus the transformation for the fcc phase with intersecting SF is
a combination of hcp to bcc Burgers path for the SF atoms and the
BB/OC model for the fcc atoms.
3.3. Transformation during cooling from fcc-to-bcc: the case of
intersecting TB and SF inside the parent fcc phase

Fig. 7 shows the transformation from fcc phasewith intersecting
SF and TB. The transformation mechanism in this case is a combi-
nation of mechanisms discussed in the previous two cases. Fig. 7(a)
shows the fcc phase with intersecting TB and SF at 300 K. The
magnified view of the transformation mechanisms of SF and TB
atoms are shown in Fig. 7(bed) for the marked rectangular areas.
Fig. 7(bed) shows a single layer of atoms for better visibility. The
atomic displacements are shown in black arrows with respect to
the positions of the original fcc crystal positions. The red triangles
show the position of the TB or SF in the original fcc phase before
transformation.

The shear displacements start at the TB which is followed by the
atomic shears at the SF layers. The configuration of the atoms of the
TB changes to bcc crystal structure by NW mechanism of the
shearing on alternate f111g plane in two opposite <112> di-
rections, seen in Fig. 7(b). The opposite displacements are shown by
black arrows on the TB plane indicated by the red triangle. The
atoms at the SF configuration shear according to the Burgers path to
change the structure from hcp to bcc, seen in Fig. 7(c). Once the
transformation at TB and SF is completed, the atoms in the rest of
the fcc phase in the simulation system start to shear. The atoms
with fcc structure near TB follow the NW mechanism and displace
in the same direction as the nearest TB. The fcc atoms closer to SF
follow the second shear of the BB/OC model to transform to the bcc



Fig. 7. The change in crystal structure for fcc phase with intersecting SF and TB. Atom
colours are the same as in Fig. 2. The solid black arrows represent the atomic dis-
placements scaled by a factor of three for better visibility. (a) 300 K, (b) 285 K, (c)
280 K, (d) 275 K. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend,
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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phase. At 275 K, the transformation is completed when all atomic
layers parallel to SF and TB also shear, as shown in Fig. 7(d). Fig. 7(d)
shows a close-up view at the intersection of TB and SF. It can be
seen that in this region both mechanisms, NW and Burgers, are
active. The change in crystal structure in this case is therefore a
combination of the two previous cases.
4. Discussion

In the previous section, we discussed that the different defect
structures affect the atomistic transformation mechanisms and the
transformation temperatures from fcc-to-bcc phase. The defect
structures aid the cooperative and ordered rearrangement of the
atoms during the martensitic transformation. Diffusional motion of
the atoms is not observed in the present simulations. The fcc phase
with parallel TB transforms by NW mechanisms, whereas the fcc
phase with intersecting SF transforms by a combination of Burgers
path and BB/OC model. The fcc phase with intersecting SF and TB
follows both the previous mechanisms. It is interesting to note that
although the NW and BB/OC are based on lattice translation
models, both are applicable to the atomic shear observed in the
present simulations depending on the defects present in the fcc
phase.

In order to understand how the defect configurations affect the
change in crystal structure from fcc-to-bcc, we calculate and anal-
yse the resolved atomic shear stress tr on the slip system
f111g<112> in fcc phase at 400 K. It is calculated by

tr ¼ m*Szz (1)

wherem is the Schmid factor, and Szz are the atomic stresses along
the Z jj ½001� direction of the simulation system shown in Fig. 1. The
stresses along the Z direction, Szz, are resolved along the atomic
shear direction to qualitatively analyse the stress states that affect
the atomic displacements. These atomic stresses are indicated in
Fig. 8(aec) for the three configurations with defect structures in the
MD simulations. Positive stresses indicate tensile stress state and
negative stresses indicate compressive stress state. Red triangles
again indicate the positions of TB and SF in the original fcc phase.

For fcc phase with parallel TB, as seen in Fig. 8(a), two distinct
regions of stress states are observed across the TB atomic layers.
These two regions are separated by dotted lines in this figure. The
compressive stress and tensile stress states are seen to be alter-
nating across the TB, whereas the atoms of the TB have both the
tensile and compressive stress states and therefore the average
stress on the atoms of the TB is closer to 0. We calculated the
average stress on the TB atomic layer in the fcc phase and found it to
be �0.02 ± 0.01 GPa. The average stresses in the tensile and
compressive regions are 0.2 ± 0.1 GPa and �0.2 ± 0.1 GPa,
respectively. The atoms of the TB experience lowest shear stresses,
but still initiate the transformation. They therefore require lowest
magnitude of the shear stress for the displacements. Thus the local
atomic configuration around TB acts as a low barrier site for the
atomic displacements. The shear displacements of the atoms,
which locally start at the TB, are shown in Figs. 3(b) and 7(b). The
atomic layers closer to the TB then follow the same shear direction
of the TB seen in Figs. 3(c) and 7(b). Thus for the fcc phase with
parallel TB the shear displacements start at the TB because of the
lowest magnitude of the barrier i.e. atomic shear stresses needed
for the displacement.

For fcc phase with intersecting SF, seen in Fig. 8(b), the two SF
intersect on the two f111g planes to form a Lomer-Cottrel (LC) lock
according to the following reaction of the Burgers vectors:

a
6

h
121

i
þ a
6

h
211

i
¼ a

6
½110� (2)

The LC lock is sessile in nature and therefore creates a barrier for
the motion of the atoms. The four layers of the atoms of the LC are
shown by solid circle in Fig. 8(b) for easy identification and can also
be seen as unidentified atoms in Fig. 5(a). The sessile nature of LC
atoms creates high atomic shear stresses at the intersection until
the barrier for the atomic shear is crossed with decrease in tem-
perature. The rest of the fcc has average stresses closer to zero. The
high atomic stress regions of SF are also shown between the dashed
lines in Fig. 8(b).

The two layers of SF havemaximum and opposite resolved shear
stresses, tr , at the intersection. The positive and negative shear
stresses on the two layers of the SF indicate the tensile and
compressive stresses, respectively. The opposite nature of tr im-
parts opposite shear on the two atomic layers of SF surface and is
responsible for hcp-to-bcc phase transition as seen in the previous
section. The stresses are concentrated at the intersection which
causes it to serve as a barrier for the atomic displacement.

In the present MD simulations the nucleation of the bcc crystal
structure is not observed at the intersection of two SF. Instead these
atoms have an unidentified crystal symmetry shown in grey in
Fig. 5(a). The nucleation of bcc phase at intersection bands such as
dislocations, stacking faults, shear bands, or ε-hcp phase, is referred
to as the strain-induced martensite nucleation in the literature
[6,7,38]. The partial dislocations intersection is prominent for the Fe
alloys with low stacking fault energy (SFE) for fcc austenite phase. It
is postulated that high stress concentrations may develop at the
intersecting regions of the partial dislocations to induce the
nucleation process of a

0
-martensite phase. The intersection of SF

can alternatively lead to the formation of sessile LC locks, which is a
competing mechanism for the a

0
-martensite nucleation [6,7,38].

The LC lock is considered to be opposing martensite nucleation by



Fig. 8. The resolved atomic shear stress, tr , on f111g<112> slip system for Pure Fe at 400 K. Atoms are colour coded as per the tr . (a) fcc phase with parallel TB and (b) fcc phase
with intersecting SF, (c) fcc phase with intersecting SF and TB, (d) Fraction of bcc phase as a function of temperature. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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shear mechanism as it impedes the further displacement of the
atoms.

The present MD simulations show that the intersection of two
SF forms LC locks but this does not obstruct the change in crystal
structure from fcc-to-bcc. The LC lock is sessile in nature and high
stress concentrations are observed at the intersecting region of two
SF, as seen in Fig. 8(b). The high atomic stresses piled up at the
intersection lead to the shear of the two atomic layers of the SF and
the transformation from hcp to bcc takes place by the Burgers path.
Thus here we observe an alternative shear mechanism, i.e. Burgers
path, for the transformation from fcc austenite with hcp SF defects
in the fcc phase.

The fcc phasewith intersecting SF represents a higher barrier for
the transformation compared to the fcc phase with parallel TB. The
atomic stresses are piled-up at the sessile LC lock until the shear of
the two SF atomic layers in opposite direction starts the trans-
formation from hcp-to-bcc. This atomic shear requires a greater
thermal undercooling. Thus the fcc phase with intersecting SF
changes the crystal structure to bcc at a lower temperature than fcc
phase with parallel TB.

For the fcc phase with intersecting SF and TB, the stress state is a
combination of the two previous cases, as shown in Fig. 8(c). The
tensile and compressive stress regions are alternating across the TB,
and at the intersection of SF and TB the two atomic layers of SF have
high atomic stresses which are equal and opposite in magnitude.

The fraction of bcc phase for three defect structures vs trans-
formation temperature is shown in Fig. 8(d). The fcc phase with
parallel TB changes the crystal structure to bcc at a high tempera-
ture compared to the other two simulation systems. The trans-
formation starts at 300 K and finishes at 280 K with all the atoms
being in bcc crystal structure. The atoms of the TB displace at low
shear stresses and thus it is relatively easy for this system to change
the crystal structure. The fcc phase with intersecting SF needs
greater undercooling or lower transformation temperature to cross
the barrier formed by the sessile LC locks. The change in crystal
structure starts at 180 K in this case and finishes at 155 K. The
transformation start temperature is lower by 120 K for intersecting
SF than for the parallel TB, and this is because of the difference in
the barriers for the atomic shear. For the third case, intersecting SF
and TB, the transformation starts at 290 K and finishes at 274 K. The
transformation start temperature is lower than the fcc phase with
parallel TB by 10 K and higher than intersecting SF by 110 K. The
temperature at the start of the transformation in this system, which
is in between the other two cases, indicates that both defect types
play a role in the transformation, with TB playing the dominant role
in the atomic shears. The dominance of the TB is also indicated by
the fact that atomic displacements first start at the TB, as seen in
Fig. 7(b) and at the higher transformation temperature as seen in
Fig. 8(d).

Thus this section discusses the effect of the different defect
structures on the transformation mechanisms and transformation
temperatures. Each of the defect structure generates a different
atomic arrangement, each of which has a different barrier for the
atomic shear. Depending on the barrier for the atomic shear for fcc
phase with a particular defect configuration, different degree of
under-cooling is needed to change the crystal structure from fcc to
bcc. The simulations show that more than one type of martensitic
transformation mechanism can take place during the fcc-to-bcc
crystal structure change depending on the type of the defects
present in the parent fcc austenite phase. It is worthwhile to note
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that these planar defects are always present in the parent fcc
austenite phase of the Fe depending on the exact alloying compo-
sition and the heat treatment or mechanical treatment carried out.
The current theories on the martensitic transformations are based
on the lattice transformation models in single crystals. They do not
consider two issues- first the effect of pre-existing defects in the
parent fcc austenite phase and second the exact atomic displace-
ments during the transformation, except the BB/OC model. The BB/
OC model helps to analyse the nucleation of the bcc phase at SF
(ε-hcp phase). In the present work, we discuss the exact atomic
displacements that lead to the fcc-to-bcc martensitic trans-
formation using the MD simulations. Recently transmission elec-
tron microscopy (TEM) characterization studies emphasised the
presence of preferential nucleation at the twins and SF during the
fcc-to-bcc transformation, and the presence of the BB/OC model at
the intersection of two ε-hcp phases [12,39]. The TEM studies and
the present MD work highlight the importance of considering the
effect of pre-existing defects during the martensitic transformation
in the existing crystallographic models.

5. Conclusions

MD simulations were performed on a semi-empirical EAM po-
tential to study the effect of pre-existing defects on the fcc-to-bcc
martensitic transformation. The semi-empirical potential
correctly reproduces the negative stacking fault energy (SFE),
similar to the first principles data of fcc Fe [29,30]. The type of the
defects and their configurations affect the barrier for the atomic
motion or shear during crystal structure change.The defect con-
figurations control the transformation mechanisms. These defect
structures aid the coordinated movement of the atoms on the
favourable slip systems during the martensitic transformation. Fcc
crystals with two defect types and three defect configurations were
considered in the present work. These defect configurations and
their corresponding effect on the fcc-to-bcc crystal structure
change is as follows:

(i) Parallel twin boundaries (TB): This system transforms by
Nishiyama-Wasserman (NW) mechanism. The atomic shear
starts at the TB and thus atoms of the TB aid the
transformation.

(ii) Intersecting stacking faults (SF): The crystal structure in this
case is a combination of two mechanisms- first the atoms of
the SF change from hcp to bcc by Burgers path and then the
rest of the fcc atoms follow Burgers-Bogers-Olson-Cohen
(BB/OC) mechanism to change from fcc-to-bcc.

(iii) Intersecting TB and SF: This system changes the crystal
structure as a combination of previous two cases. The
simulation system in this case follows NW, Burgers path, and
BB/OC model.

The differences in the transformation temperatures are
explained by the analysis of the resolved atomic stresses, tr , on the
slip systems. This analysis shows that parallel TB have the least
barrier for the atomic shear whereas intersecting SF create sessile
LC locks and thus have the highest barrier for the atomic shear. The
intersecting SF and TB lead to a combination of both the previous
cases.
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